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Abstract—Use of traditional discretization methods caused a
heavy loss of hypotheses in the induction of version spaces.
We present a new discretization method, named two-point
discretization, to construct an interval covering all the positive
data points of a variable as purely as possible. We prove that
the two-point discretization is a necessary and sufficient con-
dition to guarantee the completeness of version spaces (i.e., no
loss of hypothesis). A linear complexity algorithm is proposed
to implement these theories. The algorithm is also applied
to real-world bioinformatics problems to induce significant
biomedical hypotheses which have been never discovered by
the traditional approaches.

1. Introduction

Version space has been extensively studied for decades
since its first publication in IJCAI77 [1]. The convexity of
version spaces plays a long-standing role for inductive learn-
ing in the fields of data mining and artificial intelligence.

Let D be a data set of m training instances
r1, r2, . . . , rm, where each instance ri is an ordered list of
n categorical or numeric values derived from n attributes
(variables) x1, x2, . . . , xn. Every instance ri is assigned
with a class label c, denoted by c(ri), which is either 1
representing ‘positive’, or 0 representing ‘negative’. When
D is represented by a matrix Dm×n = [di,j ]m×n, each
row corresponds to an instance while every column cor-
responds to an attribute. A hypothesis [2] is defined as a
conjunction of interval or equality constraints respectively
on some numeric or categorical attributes of D. For example,
(0.1 ≤ x3 ≤ 8.0) ∧ (x5 = green) ∧ (x6 < −2.5) is a
hypothesis which consists of two interval constraints (on the
numeric attributes x3 and x6) and one equality constraint (on
the categorical attribute x5).

The version space of D is the set of all of the possible
hypotheses that are consistent with D. A hypothesis h is
consistent with D iff: (i) every positive instance of D
satisfies the conjunction h of constraints, and (ii) none of
the negative instances in D satisfies the conjunction h of
constraints. Let r ∈ D and h(r) be a Boolean function on
r. h(r) = 1 if r satisfies the conjunction h of constraints,
otherwise h(r) = 0. Then, “a hypothesis h is consistent
with D” can be rewritten as consistent(h,D) ≡ (∀r ∈

TABLE 1. WEATHER CONDITIONS ‘YES’ OR ‘NO’ FOR A SPORT

r sky humidity wind water sport?
(x1) (x2) (x3) (x4) (c)

1 sunny normal strong warm yes (1)
2 sunny high strong warm yes (1)
3 sunny high strong cool yes (1)
4 rainy high strong warm no (0)

D)h(r) = c(r), and the version space of D, denoted by
V S(D), can be represented as

V S(D) = {h | consistent(h,D)}.

We use two examples to illustrate this definition.
Example 1. Table 1 is a set Dsport of four instances

(three positive and one negative). Hypothesis h1 =
(x1 = sunny) is consistent with Dsport. Hypothesis
h2 = (x3 = strong) is not consistent with Dsport,
because the negative instance also satisfies this con-
straint. However, h3 = h1∧h2 is consistent with Dsport.
V S(Dsport) = {h1, h3}.

Example 2. A version space can be infinite in size. Suppose
a numeric data set D30×10 has 30 variables and contains
10 instances (5 positive ‘+’ and 5 negative ‘-’). The
projection of the 10 instances on subspace x1x2 is shown
in Figure 1. Then, h = (a ≤ x1 ≤ b) ∧ (c ≤ x2 ≤ d)
belongs to V S(D30×10) for every a ∈ (2, 4), b ∈ (6, 8),
c ∈ (1, 3) and d ∈ (6, 8).

It is an exponential complexity to obtain the complete
version space of D30×10, as some other subspaces may also
form hypotheses consistent with D30×10. It is a challenging
task to identify any of such subspaces under a linear time
complexity.

An influential research on the size and concise represen-
tation of version spaces is the convexity theory that: the most
general and the most specific elements (G and S) always
exist in a version space such that all other elements can be
enumerated directly from these boundary elements without
access to data [3], [2]. That is, these boundary elements
can be used as a concise representation of the version
space. Algorithms to derive G include the classic Candidate-
Elimination algorithm [3], the Incremental-Version-Space-
Merging algorithm [4], and later algorithms by [5], [6], [7].
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Figure 1. Consistent hypotheses at subspace x1x2.

Use of well-known discretization methods can cause
information loss and hypotheses missing in the version
space construction of a numeric data set. These dis-
cretization methods include the entropy-based discretization
method [8], [9], [10], Gini-Index based method [11], Chi-
square based method [12], [13], 1-rule method [14], [15],
and unsupervised equal-length or equal-density methods. In
fact, use of these discretization methods makes almost every
version space empty as investigated by this work.

We propose a new discretization method, named two-
point discretization, to split the value range of every numeric
variable. Our two-point discretization results in an interval
which covers all the data points from the positive class. We
prove that two-point discretization is a necessary step to
derive complete version spaces. Two-point discretization is
also a sufficient condition when the interval is narrowed
down to exclude other classes’ data points as many as
possible. Furthermore, it is a linear complexity to carry out
the two-point discretization for a numeric data set D. It is
also a linear complexity to test whether or not V S(D) = ∅.
If V S(D) 6= ∅, only linear time is required to derive a
subspace hypothesis consistent with D. Applied to high-
dimensional real-life biomedical data sets, our algorithm can
discover many hypotheses which are previously unknown
and which can correct the misconception that version spaces
are usually empty.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we prove that the traditional discretization
methods make almost every version space empty. Section 3
presents our proof on the necessity and sufficiency of
our two-point discretization for the induction of complete
version spaces. Section 4 describes a method for testing
whether a version space is empty or not. Section 5 intro-
duces a linear complexity algorithm to derive a hypothesis if
the version space is not empty. In Section 6, we apply this
algorithm to three contemporary genomics and molecular
biology problems to draw novel biological hypotheses for
domain investigation. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Traditional Discretization Makes Almost All
Version Spaces Empty

The version spaces of many numeric data sets are not
empty as shown in this work. But the traditional discretiza-
tion methods cause information loss in the construction of
these version spaces, making them almost all empty.

Let disDm×n = [di,j ]m×n be a matrix represent-
ing m training instances r1, r2, . . . , rm on n variables
x1, x2, . . . , xn after discretization. Here, di,j is a categorical
value if xj is a categorical variable, or it is a real number
interval if xj is a numeric variable.
Definition 1 (singleton hypothesis). A singleton hypothesis

is a constraint on one attribute. For example, x1 = red
is a singleton hypothesis. For a discretized numeric
variable xj (i.e., a special categorical variable), any of
its discretized intervals, e.g. di,j = (a, b], can form a
singleton hypothesis xj = di,j , meaning a < xj ≤ b.
Sometimes we use xj(di,j) to rewrite a < xj ≤ b.

Proposition 1. V S(disDm×n) = ∅, if there does not exist
any singleton hypothesis of disDm×n that can be satis-
fied by every positive instance.

Proof: By assumption, for a singleton hypothesis hi,j =
(xj = di,j), i = 1, 2, . . . , or, m, j = 1, 2, . . ., or,
n, not every positive instance satisfies hi,j . Therefore,
hi,j is not consistent with disDm×n, namely hi,j 6∈
V S(disDm×n). Suppose h is the conjunction combi-
nation of a subset of these singleton hypotheses, then
h cannot be satisfied by any positive instance either.
Therefore, V S(disDm×n) is empty. ut
Let Dnumeric

m×n = [ri,j ]m×n be a matrix representing m
training instances r1, r2, . . . , rm on n numeric variables
x1, x2, . . . , xn. Entropy-based discretization methods [8],
[9], [10] normally discretize the value range of each variable
xi into two intervals. The value range of a variable is
divided into such two intervals that the information gain
of the splitting is maximal. A consequence of the entropy-
based discretization is that the data of the same class are
separated into two unbalanced proportions to maximize the
object function.

cut point

5 points of    into two unbalanced parts (4 and 1)

5 points of    into two unbalanced parts (1 and 4)

Case 1:

cut point

5 points of    into two unbalanced parts (5 and 0)

5 points of    into two unbalanced parts (0 and 5)

Case 2:

Figure 2. Entropy-based discretisation (one cut point).

Most often, the value range of a variable xi is discretized
as Case 1 of Figure 2, where neither of the two intervals
can cover all the positive instances (the ‘star’ points). If the
value range of a variable is two-side distributed for the two



classes (Case 2 of Figure 2), then one of the two intervals
can cover all the positive instances. Case 2 is extremely rare
in real-life applications. We name the variable of Case 2 a
classification-perfect variable.

We use Dnumeric−tpc
m×n = [ri,j ]m×n to denote a numeric

data matrix which does not contain any classification-perfect
variables, namely the n numeric variables x1, x2, . . . , xn are
all typically distributed as Case 1 of Figure 2.
Proposition 2. Let en-disDnumeric−tpc

m×n = [r′i,j ]m×n be a
discretized data matrix of Dnumeric−tpc

m×n via an entropy-
based discretization method. Then, there does not exist
any singleton hypothesis of en-disDnumeric−tpc

m×n that
can be satisfied by any positive instance.

Proof: Because none of the n numeric variables
x1, x2, . . . , xn of Dnumeric−tpc

m×n is a classification-
perfect variable, the value range of xj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n, is
divided into such two intervals (−∞, aj ] and (aj ,+∞)
that neither of them can cover all the positive instances.
That is, not every positive instance can satisfy hypothesis
(−∞ < xj ≤ aj) or hypothesis (aj < xj < +∞).
Therefore, there does not exist any singleton hypothesis
hi,j = (xj = r′i,j), 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, that can be
satisfied by any positive instance. ut

Corollary 1. V S(en-disDnumeric−tpc
m×n ) = ∅.

Proof: According to Proposition 2, there does not exist
any singleton hypothesis of en-disDnumeric−tpc

m×n that
can be satisfied by every positive instance. According to
Proposition 1, we have V S(en-disDnumeric−tpc

m×n ) = ∅.
ut
Proposition 2 and Corollary 1 both hold when the

entropy-based discretization is recursively applied to have
more than one cut points to split the value range of a
variable.

However, V S(Dnumeric−tpc
m×n ) is not empty for

many typical numeric data sets. The emptiness of
V S(en-disDnumeric−tpc

m×n ) is attributed to the discretization
method which causes information loss specially for the
construction of version spaces.

Table 2 shows a typical numeric data set which contains
9 instances on three variables: 4 instances are positive (class
label C2) and the remaining 5 are negative (class label C1).
It is denoted as Dnumeric−tpc

9×3 . The instance numbers 4 and
5 are purposely used for an example of unbalanced training
data sets.

The entropy-based discretization method discretizes the
value ranges of x1, x2 and x3 by splitting these ranges
in the middle (Figure 3(a)). We can see that none of
the 6 intervals can be satisfied by all the positive in-
stances (the C2 instances). According to Corollary 1,
V S(en-disDnumeric−tpc

9×3 ) = ∅.
In fact, V S(Dnumeric−tpc

9×3 ) is infinite in size. For exam-
ple, hypothesis h = (1.3 ≤ x2 ≤ 1.8) ∧ (2.3 ≤ x3 ≤ 2.7)
belongs to V S(Dnumeric−tpc

9×3 ). See Figure 3(b). It is easy
to get other hypotheses by relaxing the two constraints
of h similarly as in Example 2 and Figure 1. All these
hypotheses are not detectable through the entropy-based

TABLE 2. A SMALL DATA SET WHICH HAS A NON-EMPTY VERSION
SPACE.

instance ID x1 x2 x3 class label
1 0.1 1.1 2.1 C1
2 0.2 1.7 2.3 C2
3 0.3 1.2 2.2 C1
4 0.4 1.4 2.8 C1
5 0.5 1.8 2.4 C2
6 0.6 1.6 2.9 C1
7 0.7 1.5 2.6 C2
8 0.8 1.9 2.5 C1
9 0.9 1.3 2.7 C2
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(a) Entropy-based discretization
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Figure 3. Non-emptyness of V S(Dnumeric−tpc
9×3 ).

discretization approach. We report real-life examples of this
kind in Section 6.

The Gini-Index based discretization method, the chi-
square based method, the 1-rule method, or the equal-
length, equal-density bin methods also cause information
loss in the construction of version spaces for numeric data
sets. In fact, none of them can find any hypothesis for
V S(Dnumeric−tpc

9×3 ) although this version space contains
infinite number of hypotheses.

3. Two-point Discretization: Necessity and Suf-
ficiency

We introduce a new discretization method for the con-
struction of complete version spaces. We name this method
two-point discretization. A special case of two-point dis-
cretization is through the use of compact interval. A com-
pact interval is a closed interval in the value range of a
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Figure 4. Comparison of discretization methods.

numeric variable which covers all the data points from one
class as densely as possible. Namely, a compact interval
is bounded by the min and max points of the class. See
Figure 4 for an illustration. We prove that two-point dis-
cretization is a necessary condition and can be refined to
be a sufficient step in the construction of complete version
spaces for all numeric data sets.

3.1. Necessity Proof

Definition 2 (two-point discretization). Let Dnumeric
m×n =

[ri,j ]m×n be a matrix representing m training instances
r1, r2, . . . , rm on n numeric variables x1, x2, . . . , xn.
Two-point discretization of Dnumeric

m×n is:

(i) to find an interval Ij which can cover all the positive
points in the value range of variable xj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
and

(ii) to replace ri,j with Ij if ri,j ∈ Ij , otherwise replace
ri,j with the negation of Ij , namely Ij .

Theorem 1 (necessity). Two-point discretization is a nec-
essary step to induce the complete version space of
Dnumeric

m×n unless it is empty.
Proof: Without loss of generality, suppose an interval Vj

does not cover all the positive instances projected on
variable xj . Then hypothesis xj(Vj) is not consistent
with Dnumeric

m×n . Its combination with any other hypothe-
ses is not consistent with Dnumeric

m×n either. Therefore,
any hypothesis involving xj gets lost. Thus, two-point
discretization is a necessary discretization step to induce
the complete version of Dnumeric

m×n . ut

3.2. Sufficiency of Two-point Discretization When
Using Compact Intervals

We present a sufficient condition of two-point discretiza-
tion to construct complete version spaces, which involves the
definition of a special interval called compact interval. The
sufficiency by using a variant definition of compact intervals
is proved in the later subsection.
Definition 3 (compact interval). Let E = {e1, e2, . . . , em}

be a set of m real numbers (numeric points) in R. Each
of them is associated with a class label c1 or c2. The
compact interval of c1 points in E is defined as the
minimal closed interval that covers all the c1 points in
E. It is denoted by CI(c1, E).

Definition 4 (purity of compact intervals). Following Defi-
nition 3, the purity of c1 points in CI(c1, E) is defined
as the percentage of c1 points over the total number of
data points covered by CI(c1, E).

Example 3. Suppose E = {0.8(∗), 1.0(+), 1.2(∗), 1.4(+),
1.6(+), 1.8(∗)}, where ‘+’ or ‘*’ is a class label, then
CI(+, E) = [1.0, 1.6]. The purity of the ‘+’ points in
CI(+, E) is 0.75 (3/4).

Two-point discretization using compact intervals can
be implemented by the following steps. Suppose the m
training instances of Dnumeric

m×n are each assigned with a
class label c1 or c2. When the class label c1 is considered as
positive, we compute the compact interval of the c1 points
in E(xj) = {ri,j , i = 1, 2, . . . ,m} for all j = 1, 2, . . . ,
or n, namely CI(c1, E(xj)), 1 ≤ j ≤ n. We then rewrite
CI(c1, E(xj)) as oj , and replace every instance of class
c1 as o1, o2, . . . , on. For every instance ri of class c2, we
replace ri,j as oj if ri,j ∈ CI(c1, E(xj)), or otherwise as
oj if ri,j 6∈ CI(c1, E(xj)), 1 ≤ j ≤ n.

The discretized data set is denoted by ci-disDnumeric
m×n

(different from en-disDnumeric
m×n which is a notation for the

discretized data sets using entropy).
Example 4. For the data set Dnumeric−tpc

9×3 in Table 2, the
compact interval of the C2 points in the value range of
x1 is [0.2, 0.9]. Similarly, CI(C2, E(x2)) = [1.3, 1.8]
and CI(C2, E(x3)) = [2.3, 2.7]. Then [0.2, 0.9] is
rewritten as o1, [1.3, 1.8] is rewritten as o2, and [2.3, 2.7]
is rewritten as o3. Then o1, o2, o3, o1, o2, or o3 is
used to replace each value in Dnumeric−tpc

9×3 . The four
C2 instances (denoted as DC2) after the two-point dis-
cretization are transformed as:

instance r x1 x2 x3 label c
2 o1 o2 o3 C2
5 o1 o2 o3 C2
7 o1 o2 o3 C2
9 o1 o2 o3 C2

and the five C1 instances (denoted as DC1) are transformed
as:

instance r x1 x2 x3 label c
1 o1 o2 o3 C1
3 o1 o2 o3 C1
4 o1 o2 o3 C1
6 o1 o2 o3 C1
8 o1 o2 o3 C1

The version space of a numeric data set is always infinite
in size (if not empty), while the size of the version space
after the two-point discretization (or any other discetization
method) is always limited. To prove the completeness of
version spaces after data discretization, we need an equiva-
lence definition for all hypotheses having the same attributes
(i.e., sharing the same subspace).
Definition 5. Suppose h1 and h2 are two hypotheses in the

version space of a numeric data set. We say h1 and h2

are equal if and only if the variables involved in h1 are
exactly the same as the variables involved in h2. It is
denoted by h1 = h2.



When h1 = h2, it does not means the intervals in h1

are the same as the intervals in h2. Refer to Example 2
in the Introduction and Figure 1 for the rationality of this
definition. For example, h1 = (2.1 ≤ x1 ≤ 6.1) ∧ (1.1 ≤
x2 ≤ 6.1) and h2 = (2.2 ≤ x1 ≤ 6.2) ∧ (1.2 ≤ x2 ≤ 6.2)
in Figure 1 can be defined to be equal.

Because of Definition 5, the infinite number of hypothe-
ses in the version space of a numeric data set becomes
limited and counted. More examples can be seen from
Figure 3(b).
Theorem 2 (sufficiency). For any numeric data set

Dnumeric
m×n = [ri,j ]m×n, its version space is

complete after two-point discretization, namely
V S(ci-disDnumeric

m×n ) = V S(Dnumeric
m×n ).

Proof: Suppose h = ∧j∈Xxj(Ij) ∈ V S(Dnumeric
m×n ), where

X ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n}, and Ij , j ∈ X , is an real number
interval. Then singleton hypothesis xj(Ij) is satisfied
by all the positive instances of Dnumeric

m×n , namely
Ij covers all the positive instances projected on the
variable xj . Therefore, CI(positive, E(xj)) ⊆ Ij .
As ∧j∈Xxj(Ij) is not satisfied by any negative
instance of Dnumeric

m×n , ∧j∈Xxj(CI(positive, E(xj)))
is also not satisfied by any negative instance of
Dnumeric

m×n . As ∧j∈Xxj(CI(positive, E(xj))) is
satisfied by every positive instance of Dnumeric

m×n ,
∧j∈Xxj(CI(positive, E(xj))) is consistent with
Dnumeric

m×n . Let h′ = ∧j∈Xxj(CI(positive, E(xj))).
Then h and h′ are two hypotheses of V S(Dnumeric

m×n )
which involve exactly the same variables {xj | j ∈ X}.
Therefore, h = h′. After the two-point discretization
of Dnumeric

m×n using compact intervals, and rewriting
h′ as ∧j∈X(xj = CI(positive, E(xj))), it can be
seen that h′ ∈ V S(ci-disDnumeric

m×n ). Therefore,
h ∈ V S(ci-disDnumeric

m×n ). (See Definition 1 for
‘rewrite’.)
Suppose h′ = ∧j∈X(xj = CI(positive, E(xj)))
∈ V S(ci-disDnumeric

m×n ). Then h′ can be rewritten as
∧j∈Xxj(CI(positive, E(xj))). It is understood that
hypothesis ∧j∈Xxj(CI(positive, E(xj))) is consistent
with Dnumeric

m×n . Therefore, h′ ∈ V S(Dnumeric
m×n ). ut

Theorem 2 states that there are no hypothesis missing for
Dnumeric

m×n after our two-point discretization using compact
intervals. Taking Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 together, we
can see that two-point discretization is a necessary and
sufficient discretization step towards the completeness of
version spaces.

3.3. Sufficiency of Two-point Discretization When
Using Variants of Compact Intervals

Some simple variants of compact intervals can also
provide sufficiency for two-point discretization to induce
complete version spaces.
Definition 6 (variants of compact interval). Let E =
{e1, e2, . . . , em} be a set of m real numbers (numeric
points) in R. Each of them is associated with a class

label c1 or c2. A compact interval of the c1 points in
E, denoted by CI(c1, E), is defined as one of those
intervals that must cover all the c1 points in E and that
must exclude the c2 points as many as possible.

Let min(c1,E) be the minimal point of class
c1 in E, and max(c1,E) the maximal point. Let
E([min(c1,E),max(c1,E)]) be the set of points in
E that are covered by [min(c1,E),max(c1,E)]. By
Definition 6, CI(c1, E) cannot contain any point in
E − E([min(c1,E),max(c1,E)]). It is true that Definition 3
is a special case of Definition 6.
Example 5. Following Example 3, a compact interval of

the ‘+’ points in E under Definition 6 can be (0.9, 1.6],
[1.0, 1.7), or (0.85, 1.75). On the other hand, [0.8, 1.6]
is not a compact interval of the ‘+’ points in E. The
reason is that this interval covers 0.8(∗) which is a point
belonging to E − E([min(+,E),max(+,E)]), namely it
does not exclude the ’*’ points as many as possible.

A compact interval under Definition 6 can be in the
form of (−∞, b), (−∞, b], (a, b], [a, b), [a, b], (a,+∞),
or [a,+∞). We can prove that the version space of a
discretized numeric data set by using a variant definition of
compact intervals is exactly redundant to the version space
of the discretized numeric data set by using the compact
intervals of Definition 3. Proof is omitted in this manuscript.
Based on this observation, the variant definitions of compact
intervals also cause no information loss to construct the
complete version spaces of numeric data sets. Therefore, we
consider only the version space of the discretized numeric
data set by using the compact intervals of Definition 3 in
the subsequent work unless specified otherwise.

4. Non-emptiness Test for Version Spaces

The version spaces of some numeric data sets are empty.
We present a linear complexity algorithm to easily test
whether a data set has an empty version space or not.
Proposition 3. For data set Dnumeric

m×n = [ri,j ]m×n,
V S(Dnumeric

m×n ) = ∅ if there exists a row of
o1, o2, . . . , on in the negative class after two-point
discretization using compact intervals. Otherwise,
V S(Dnumeric

m×n ) is not empty.
Proof: Because the negative class contains an in-

stance {o1, o2, . . . , on} after the two-point discretiza-
tion, then any conjunction combination of single-
ton hypotheses x1(o1), x2(o2), . . . , xn(on) can be sat-
isfied by this negative instance. Therefore, none of
these conjunction combinations is consistent with
ci-disDnumeric

m×n . Furthermore, there is no hypothesis
containing singleton hypothesis x1(o1), x2(o2), . . ., or
xn(on) that can be satisfied by any positive instance of
ci-disDnumeric

m×n . Therefore, no hypothesis is consistent
with ci-disDnumeric

m×n , namely, V S(ci-disDnumeric
m×n ) =

∅. Thus, V S(Dnumeric
m×n ) = ∅ by Theorem 2.

Suppose the negative class does not contain any in-
stance {o1, o2, . . . , on} after the two-point discretiza-
tion, then at least the hypothesis x1(o1) ∧ x2(o2) ∧



. . . ∧ xn(on) is consistent with ci-disDnumeric
m×n .

Therefore, V S(ci-disDnumeric
m×n ) is not empty. Thus,

V S(Dnumeric
m×n ) is also not empty. ut

When the negative class is considered as positive, it can
be similarly tested whether or not the corresponding version
space is empty.
Example 6. Following Example 4, there does not exist any

row of o1 o2 o3 in the discretized DC1, thus, the version
space is non-empty. In fact, at least x2(o2) ∧ x3(o3),
namely (1.3 ≤ x2 ≤ 1.8) ∧ (2.3 ≤ x3 ≤ 2.7), belongs
to V S(Dnumeric−tpc

9×3 ). This hypothesis can be verified
again from Figure 3(b).

The total time complexity of this test is linear to the size
of D, namely O(nm).

5. Linear Complexity for Inducing One Hy-
pothesis

If a version space is tested as non-empty, we intro-
duce a recursive linear complexity algorithm to induce one
hypothesis at some subspace of the variables. Brute-force
algorithms have an exponential complexity.
Definition 7. The compact interval A of the c points in E1

is defined to be purer than the compact interval B of
the c points in E2 if the purity of the c points in A is
higher than that in B.

Let D = [ri,j ]m×n be a data set representing m
training instances r1, r2, . . . , rm on n numeric variables
x1, x2, . . . , xn. Consider class label c of D as positive, the
algorithm takes the following steps:

1) Determine the compact interval of the c points
in E(xj) = {ri,j , i = 1, 2, . . . ,m} for all j =
1, 2, . . ., and n. Let CI(c, E(xk)) = [ak, bk] be the
purest interval in these intervals.

2) Store singleton hypothesis (ak ≤ xk ≤ bk).
3) Group all those instances ri of D which satisfy the

singleton hypothesis xk = CI(c, E(xk)) to form
D′.

4) Replace D by D′

5) If the purity of CI(c, E(xk)) 6= 100%, go to Step
1; otherwise go to Step 6.

6) Let h be the conjunction of all these (ak ≤ xk ≤
bk), then h ∈ V S(D).

The recursion of this algorithm usually stops at depth
of 3, 4 or 5 for high-dimensional numeric data sets (hun-
dreds or thousands of variables, examples shown in next
section). That means a subspace of 3, 4 or 5 variables from
x1, x2, . . . , xn can be fast identified, where hypotheses exist
to be consistent with high-dimensional D. The worst case
of the recursion is O(n).

We use the data set D in Table 2 to illustrate this algo-
rithm. Suppose c = C2. Then CI(C2, E(x1)) = [0.2, 0.9],
its purity is 4/8 = 50%; CI(C2, E(x2)) = [1.3, 1.8], its
purity is 4/7 = 57.1%; and CI(C2, E(x3)) = [2.3, 2.7],

C1

yes

yes

no

C1C2

no

2.3 ≤ x3 ≤ 2.7

1.3 ≤ x2 ≤ 1.8

Figure 5. Decision tree derived by our two-point discretization.

C2:2
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C2:2C1:3

no

x2 ≤ 1.5

x1 ≤ 0.5

x2 ≤ 1.5

C1:2

yes no

R’1 R’2

Figure 6. Decision tree derived via information gain discretization.

its purity is 4/5 = 80%. Therefore k = 3, namely the
purest interval is CI(C2, E(x3)) = [2.3, 2.7]. Store sin-
gleton hypothesis 2.3 ≤ x3 ≤ 2.7. Then, group instances
2, 5, 7, 8 and 9, namely those satisfying this singleton
hypothesis, to form D′. Replace D with D′ and go to Step
1, then CI(C2, E(x1)) = [0.2, 0.9], its purity is 4/5 = 80%;
CI(C2, E(x2)) = [1.3, 1.8], its purity is 4/4 = 100%;
and of course, CI(C2, E(x3)) = [2.3, 2.7], its purity is
4/5 = 80%. Therefore, k = 2, that is, the purest interval in
the new D is CI(C2, E(x2)) = [1.3, 1.8]. Store singleton
hypothesis 1.3 ≤ x2 ≤ 1.8. The algorithm goes to Step
5, as the purity reaches 100%. Then output hypothesis
(2.3 ≤ x3 ≤ 2.7) ∧ (1.3 ≤ x2 ≤ 1.8) which belongs to
V S(D). This is the same hypothesis shown in Figure 3(b).

The time cost is O(mn) with memory usage of O(mn),
where m is the number of instances in D and n is the num-
ber of variables. The complexity O(m) is used to determine
the purest interval for D or D′ in the recursion.

A version space hypothesis is equivalent to a 100%-
frequency decision rule. Traditionally, decision rules are
derived by decision tree, e.g., by C4.5 [8]. C4.5 (without
pruning) needs O(m log2 m) under the memory usage of
O(mn) to determine the root node of the tree and needs
O(nm log2 m) to induce the whole tree. Thus, our algorithm
is faster than C4.5 in the order of log2 m.

We note that decision tree C4.5 (information gain based
tree induction method) or CART (gini impurity based tree
induction method) is unable to derive this hypothesis be-
cause the class labels of the 9 instances are roughly distribut-
ed randomly over the variable x1, x2, or x3. This hypothesis
(100%-frequency) rule is equivalent to the decision tree in
Fig. 5 which is different from C4.5 tree (Fig. 6).



6. Novel Hypotheses Discovered in Bioinfor-
matics Problems

Recent research on genomics and molecular biology
has aimed to draw biomedical hypotheses or insights from
high-throughput numerical data sets for disease mechanism
understanding and diagnosis [16], [17], [18], [19], [20], [21],
[22], [23]. One area is to generate hypotheses based on
the expression levels of miRNAs and mRNAs to infer the
miRNA target mRNAs and these association interplays with
the onset of diseases. As hypotheses in a version space are
all strong statements to contrast the characteristics between
positive and negative classes of data, it is interesting to see
whether there exist hypotheses in the version spaces of these
biomedical data sets under our new theories and algorithms.
It is also interesting to see whether the computationally
discovered hypotheses can be interpretable as biological
hypotheses for domain investigation.

6.1. Novel Hypotheses Highlighting Leukemia Cell
Expressions

Figure 7. Novel hypotheses related to leukemia cell expressions.

The first data set is a classical mRNA expression data
set [16], containing 215 childhood leukemia cell samples
(28 positive cells of the T-ALL subtype vs 187 cells of
other subtypes). The variables of this data set, i.e., the 12558
genes, are all numeric. The following hypothesis

(8361.1 ≤ x5440 ≤ 22975.2) ∧ (24924.7 ≤ x7564 ≤ 45000)

exists in the version space of this data set (Figure 7). It
can be biologically interpreted as: if (i) the expression of
gene5440 (probe 35643 at) is between 8361.1 and 22975.2,

miR−133a and miR−21 and miR−520a−AS
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Figure 8. Novel hypotheses from a lung cell data set.

and (ii) the expression of gene7564 (probe 32794 g at) is
between 24924.7 and 45000, all such cell samples belong to
the T-ALL subtype but not other subtypes of leukemia. This
is a hypothesis underlying some principle of gene expression
mechanism in the T-ALL subtype. The traditional decision
tree approach is unable to detect this hypothesis because it
uses entropy-based discretization techniques.

6.2. Novel Hypotheses Discovered from Lung and
Liver Cancer Data Sets

The second data set Dlung [17] is a numeric data matrix
of the expression values of 71 lung tissue cells on 328
miRNAs (variables). Of the 71 instances, 61 are cancer
cells (positive class), and the remaining 10 are the adja-
cent normal lung cells. This data set is available at the
National Center for Biotechnology Information Gene Ex-
pression Omnibus (GEO, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/
(accession number GSE16025).

None of the 328 variables is a classification-perfect
variable. All the traditional discretization methods make
V S(Dlung) empty. But in fact, V S(Dlung) is non-empty.
Our algorithm can induce a hypothesis

(−∞ < x1 ≤ 5.85)∧(7.38 ≤ x2 < +∞)∧(−∞ < x3 ≤ 5.23)

consistent with Dlung, where x1, x2 and x3 represent vari-
ables miR-133a, miR-21, and miR-520a-AS, respectively
(Figure 8). It is a novel hypothesis at a 3-variable subspace
of the 328 variables discovered with linear complexity.

The third data set DmiLiver [18] is about the expression
levels of 470 miRNAs in human liver cells after the infection
of Hepatitis C virus (HCV). This data set consists of 24
HCV positive samples and 12 negative samples. The fourth
data set DmLiver is about the same 36 tissue samples [18].
But DmLiver represent all the mRNA expression levels in-
stead of miRNA expression levels. There are 22575 mRNAs



involved in DmLiver. So, DmiLiver and DmLiver are paired
data sets of the same instances under the description of
different sets of variables, which are particularly useful for
the discovery of miRNA-mRNA regulatory modules related
to the infection of Hepatitis C virus. This pair of data
sets is available from the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus
database under the (accession number GSE15387). Our
algorithm discovered many hypotheses for V S(DmiLiver)
and V S(DmiLiver).

For 10-fold cross validation on these data sets, our
classification accuracy on each fold’s test data is 5% -
15% higher than C4.5 decision tree, decision tree ensembles
(Bagging or Boosting), and Support Vector Machine (SVM).

A significant contribution of our study is that we dis-
covered version space hypotheses which could not be dis-
covered by any traditional discretization method, as demon-
strated in these real-life biomedical data sets.

7. Conclusion

This work has proved that two-point discretization is a
necessary and sufficient step to guarantee the completeness
of version spaces for all numeric data sets. The algorithm is
in linear time to test whether a version space is empty. If not,
it is also in linear time to induce one subspace hypothesis.
This algorithm can be used iteratively to discover multiple
hypotheses. Application to high-dimensional biomedical da-
ta sets has confirmed these theoretical results. Some of these
hypotheses are the most general hypotheses of the version
spaces (i.e., elements in G, mentioned in Introduction). But,
they are not always. It is an interesting future work to detect
all the elements in G by an algorithm of high efficiency.
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